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Order example Type 

PI (DC)

PIR (AC)

  Type designation = PI   36 - 2

Symbols )

�1         -1        -1        -1        -1

�5         -5                   -5
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Position Indicators

Position Indicators are used to indicate the position of cir-

cuit breakers and isolators. Cewe Instrument also produce 

special versions of Position Indicators for the indication 

of positions of valves. These indicators have type designa-

tions RG (RedGreen) and AW (Amber-White). The Posi-

tion Indicators are for mounting in instrument panels or in 

Mimic panels. 

Measuring movement

A moving magnet system is used in the Position Indicator. 

The movement is designed to achieve good precision of the 

position of the indicator disc and also to have low energy 

not required for this type of movement.

Connection

Cewe Instruments Position Indicators can be connected to 

ranges are available. 

connection area of 1.5 mm .

See connection diagram.



  

Indicators for AC voltage

The indicators are made for DC voltage as standard. For 

indicator. The type designation for Position Indicators for 

connection to AC voltage is PIR.

Standards

The Position Indicator is made according to the following 

standards:

Casing

Accessories Art No.

For mosaic(Mimic panels)


